
CIVIL STATUE____________________________________________________                            
 
Ahmed BOUALI 
8 Avenue Habib Bourguiba 4041 Ksibet-Sousse 
Phone: +216 55001013 
E-mail: bouali_ahmed@ymail.com
Born the 17th November 1987 in Sousse 
Drive License since 2006 
 

 
High-level Technician in Mechanical Engineering; Mechanical Manufacture & Design C.A.O 

 
PERSONAL PROFILE_______________________________________________ 
 
Hard working and motivated person, who takes a flexible approach to work. I m a good problem solver. I work well under 
stress and try hard to meet deadlines. Having a good prospect for team working. I am a progressive thinker with the ability 
to motivate people at all levels, and create positive organizational changes. 
I have the ambition to create an energy project and Mastery of Software such; TopSolid, CATIA, PDMS,  
SolidWorks. 
  
EDUCATION/DEGREES______________________________________________ 
 
2006-2009:  ISET, Sousse: University Technological Diploma (BAC +3) 
 

 Mechanical Systems design: to develop and create machines with scientific methods and to 
optimize conception.            

 Drafting and 3D design using C.A.D software: AutoCAD and TopSolid; create parts, make a 
machine assembly, and C.N.C tooling simulation using TopSolid.  

 Management and Production technology: to develop production cadence and upgrading 
tooling procedure by the use of scientific knowledge. 

 Quality Management and mechanical parts checking (dimensional measure).  
 Work safety and ergonomic plant. 
 Hydraulics and thermodynamics study and Maintenance plant systems.  
 Material science: classes of materials and quench application.   
 Non Destructive Testing: using weld verification, electromagnetic radiation and ultrasonic 

testing.     
 Diverse other themes (Automatics systems, Language, Measure technology and Electric 

system).        
 

2002-2006:  College: Establishment March 2nd 1934 (Technical BAC)             
   

Diverse technological themes: Mechanical, Electrical, Mathematical, Chemical, Physical.        
       
TRANING COURSES________________________________________________ 
 
01/08/2009-30/08/2009: International Gam Confection: Technician training course 
 

A spot of maintenance: compressor maintenance, bus break change, maintained confection 
machines 
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15/03/2009-20/06/2009:        SEMSA: Project end of studies  
 

To apply my knowledge for study and design a vertical wrapping machine, adapted for carton 
package. 
I have use TopSolid to create parts and make the assembly simulation and running simulation 
machine. 

 
18/01/2007-10/02/2007: A.M.S Sousse: Working training course 

 
To develop my industrial knowledge, and adapt myself to real work condition. I have trained in 
many departments:   
 
 Mechanical transformation for Silver (household) 
 Mechanical transformation for skillet set 
 Mixer tap and simple tap tooling 
 Cooper Smelting works 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE________________________________________   
 

 
19/01/2010-15/03/2010: agbi: producer of parts for military, aircraft industry and laboratory 

Controller; checking mechanical parts 
 

Execute the final parts check before sending it to export. Assure that all parts are into 
tolerance designed in plan. 
Isolate and indicate any defected parts. 
Write some quality and measure document to send it for customer and archive it. 

 
10/11/2009-04/12/2009: SM2T: producer of parts  for car industry 

Controller; checking mechanical parts  
 
Execute the final parts check before sending it to export. Assure that all parts are into 
tolerance designed in plan. 
Isolate and indicate any defected parts. 
Write some quality and measure document to send it for customer and archive it. 
 
 

LANGAGES KNOWLADGE____________________________________________ 
 
ARABIC:   Native speaker 
FRENCH:  Very good professional use  
ENGLISH:  Basic 
GERMAN:  Basic 
 
SKILLS__________________________________________________________ 
 
Mastery of Software as: (C.A.O, D.A.O, F.A.O) Top Solid, Solid Works, AutoCAD. 
Mastery of computer technology: M.S office 2003 & 2007, operating Systems: XP, Vista. 
Wiring Network, plumbing (sanitary facilities and maintenance) and P.V.C joinery. 
I adapt quickly to all new computer’s interfaces. 
 
HOBBIES________________________________________________________ 
 
New technologies; (Computers, Mechanics, Robotics, Electrics and Electronics). 
Swimming, Racing (Quad, Carting) and Internet Navigation. 


